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Abstract
This paper aims at a lexical description of frequent uses of frequent lexical verbs in Swedish
on the background of Czech, with some implications for the lexical description of such verb
uses verbs in general. It results in a draft of a production lexicon of Swedish frequent verbs for
advanced Czech learners of Swedish, with focus on their uses as light verbs.
The introductory sections (1 and 2) discuss semantic shifts in highly frequent lexical verbs,
whose most literal or ‘primary’ uses express motion, location, or physical control; e.g. stand,
put, go, hold. These verbs are called basic verbs, which is a term coined by Viberg (Viberg, 1990)
that suggests that they typically denote events belonging to basic level categories described by
Lakoﬀ (Lakoﬀ, 1987). The ‘literalness’ of verb uses is judged according to how much they are
the ones speakers pick ﬁrst to illustrate the meaning of that given verb (cognitive salience, a
term coined by Hanks in (Hanks, forthcoming). Hanks pointed out an interesting discrepancy
between the cognitive salience and the actual frequency of a given verb usage in large corpora.
This discrepancy is extremely signiﬁcant in basic verbs. Some of their uses exhibit such a low
cognitive salience, that they are not even noticed by native speakers. This has consequences in
second-language acquisition. Foreign learners, even the advanced ones, often lack competence
in using the most frequent lexical verbs of the second language in their most frequent patterns.
Basic verbs often act as light verbs. Sections 3 to 7 are dedicated to light verbs and light
verb constructions. Section 8 discusses the morphosyntactic variability in predicate nouns (i.e.
the nominal components of light verb constructions) and their possible semantic impact on the
entire light verb construction.
Diﬀerent aspects of polysemy of basic verbs are dealt with by contrasting Swedish examples
to Czech in Section 9. Special attention is paid to uses of basic verbs that denote relations
between abstract entities. Section 10 focuses on grammaticalizing uses of lexical verbs. It gives
a Swedish example of context-induced reinterpretation – an interesting semantic shift that often
leads to grammaticalization.
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All the aspects of basic verbs discussed in Sections 1–10 are integrated in a structure of a
Swedish-Czech lexicon, which captures verbs and predicate nouns in two respective interlinked
parts. Sections 11-14 give its detailed decription.

1. Introduction
Probably every human language operates with a set of very frequent lexical verbs
that are primarily perceived as verbs denoting location, motion, or physical control
over something; e.g. stand, go, put, keep, get, etc. Their literal meanings (meanings not
derived by metaphorical transfers) are very cognitively salient (Hanks, forthcoming);
i.e. they are intuitively ﬁrst associated with the verb (“what we think words mean”).
For instance, the most cognitively salient meaning of go would have to do with spatial
motion. On the other hand, the research on large text corpora reveals an interesting
fact that the cognitive salience of a word usage does not necessarily correspond to its
social salience (“the actual meanings that we use”), such as the most socially salient
meaning of go can possibly be the future tense (to be going to), which we would hardly
consider the “most typical” meaning of go.
The socially salient meanings arise regularly through metaphorical shifts and processes of semantic deployment or generalization, in which the given verb loses or
generalizes some of its semantic features (cf. Bybee et al., 1994; Heine et al., 2001)
to expand its collocability. When the general semantic feature (in other words actually cognitive category) is relevant for an entire class of lexemes (such as future
is for verbs), the distribution of the given lexeme (here a verb or its particular morphosyntactic form) gradually ceases to be limited by the collocability of the primary
meaning, and the lexeme step by step turns into a universally usable language element. At that stage, it is perceived as a part of the grammar system. This process is
called grammaticalization (Hopper, 1987) or grammaticization by some (Bybee, 1985; Bybee et al., 1994). It is a gradual process that spreads from isolated words, collocations,
and phrases. Grammar is to be understood as, in Hopper’s terms, “a real-time, social
phenomenon”, which is “always in process but never arriving, and therefore emergent”, and not “the only, or even the major, source of regularity, but instead grammar
is what results when formulas are rearranged, or dismantled and re-assembled, in different ways.”
Evidently, there is a transition area between phraseology and syntax. There are
millions of idiomatic expressesions that arose as new collocations or phrases constituted by a cluster of collocates as new sematic units in their own right. When the
tightness of the collocation lies mainly in the cooccurrence of two autosemantic lexemes (e.g. be in one’s shoes), rather than in the cooccurrence of one of several lexemes
with a given morphosyntactic constellation in the environment (keep + -ing), it is well
in place to refer to it as to a lexicalized expression, which is a phraseological term. Theoretically, we could make a closed list of idiomatic expressions occurring in a given
language.
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On the other hand, there are a number of systematically occurring collocations of
lexemes and structural elements that are not easily captured by the phraseological
approach; e.g. the colloquial structure don’t go doing something, which intensiﬁes the
negative connotation of the event in question (or indicates it when the verb itself is
stylistically neutral):
(1)

…that poor man probably gets compared to that character all the time. Don’t go bothering him. [COCA]

(2)

“It’s okay,” she said. “I’m ﬁne. Don’t go bothering about me when you’ve got Georgy
lying here in this state.” [COCA]

(3)

“You’ll do ﬁne,” he told her conﬁdently on one of their walks along the Danube. “Just
don’t go marrying an Australian. I must have my little girl back someday.” [COCA]

(4)

Is it too much to ask, Jack, honey, that just once after we make love you don’t go rushing
oﬀ like there’s a three-alarm ﬁre? [COCA]

(5)

“In the defense world, you’re notiﬁed of bids, you negotiate a long-term relationship
and you don’t go knocking on doors and say, Here’s our brochure…” [COCA]

The actual meaning of this particular structure, in which the semantically heaviest
part, namely the -ing form of the verb governed by go, is freely variable, is very general.
An idiomatic expression, on the contrary, typically bears a complex meaning of its
own and can either be paraphrased (e.g. push out the daisies = be dead) or related to
a particular situation (damn it! – you say it when you are very irritated, cheers – you say
it when making a toast, or when informally thanking somebody, or when parting somebody
informally). This is, however, not the case when the semantically heavy part is just the
one in the construction that can be replaced.
The collocational interplay between lexical items and structural elements that we
are used to perceiving as syntax, is obscuring the borderline between grammar and
lexis. For this phenomenon, Hoey (Hoey, 1998) re-used the term colligation, originally
coined by J.R. Firth for collocation. Hoey (Hoey, 1998, quotation taken from Hunston,
2001) deﬁnes colligation the following way:
• The grammatical company a word keeps (or avoids keeping) either within its
own group or at a higher rank.
• The grammatical functions that the word’s group prefers (or avoids).
• The place in a sequence that a word prefers (or avoids).
Such observations have been made earlier; cf. Hunston in Hunston (2001, p. 15):
“If we take seriously Sinclair’s assertion that there is no longer any sense in distinguishing between lexis and grammar […], then the distinction between collocation
and colligation to a large extent disappears. On the other hand, the term colligation is helpful in drawing attention to the fact that the evidence in many instances
of naturally-occurring language can be used to explain behaviour that is traditionally associated with grammar. Just as the discipline called ‘lexis’ has been assisted
23
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by corpus-based approaches to collocation, so the discipline ‘grammar’ beneﬁts from
corpus-based approaches to colligation.”
An attitude that no longer makes a distinction between grammar and phraseology
can be very useful in describing semantically depleted uses of common lexical verbs
that have not achieved universal collocability with a clearly deﬁned word class (be it
part of speech or even a generally known semantic criterion such as ‘animate nouns’,
‘verbs denoting states’, etc.). Such patterns of uses do not often penetrate grammar
textbooks, but are on the other hand in a way too vague to be described as multiword
units in lexicons. They are often ignored by native speakers as ‘untypical’ uses. Their
cognitive salience can be extremely low, while their social salience can be high at the
same time; and that is why they deserve special attention.

2. Basic Verbs
This paper aims at a lexical description of socially, but perhaps not enough cognitively salient uses of frequent lexical verbs in Swedish on the background of Czech,
with some implications for the lexical description of basic verbs in general. It results
in a draft of a production lexicon of Swedish basic verbs1 for advanced Czech learners
of Swedish, with focus on their uses as light verbs (see Section 3).
Verbs possess the ability to bring entities into relations and create propositions. An
analysis of the most frequent lexemes in Swedish (Viberg, 1990) shows an interesting
fact: there are far fewer verbs in the language than there are e.g. nouns. The Swedish
frequency dictionary (Allén, 1972) contains 39 486 nouns but about 8,5 times fewer
verbs (4 649).
We reﬂect the manifold features of diﬀerent entities by a vast amount of nouns at
our disposal, whereas we evidently need a signiﬁcantly smaller amount of verbs to
describe the relations these entities enter. Besides, there is an evident preference for
just a selection of verbs. Viberg (Viberg, 1990) observed in Swedish, in full accordance
with Zipf’s law, that almost one half (45.5%) of the verb occurrences is represented by
the 20 most frequent verbs. Almost every second verb used in the language is then
one of the top-twenty.2 This implies that some verbs have an extreme potential to ﬁt
into many diﬀerent contexts.
For these verbs, Viberg coins the label basic verbs. According to Viberg, they are
characterized by the following features:
1. They are simple stems rather than derivations or compound words.
2. They have a phonologically simple form.
1a

term coined by Viberg in Viberg (1990)

2 The 20 most frequent nouns cover only 8.1% of noun occurrences, the 20 most frequent adjectives cover

24.2% of adjective occurrences and the 20 most frequent adverbs have similar rate as verbs – 42.1% of
adverbial occurrences.
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3. Their conjugated forms are often irregular.3
4. They occur in the respective languages with high frequency.
5. Typologically, they have a broad distribution (their equivalents exist in many
languages)
6. They have many “secondary” meanings4 .
7. They have a signiﬁcant potential to become grammatical markers.
8. They act as syntactic prototypes (i.e. they allow for many valency patterns and
occur in more compound words and derivations).
9. They are preferred at the early stages of ﬁrst as well as of second language acquisition.
For Swedish, the top 20 verbs are the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

är/vara (to be)
ha (to have)
kunna (can)
ska (shall)
få (to get)
bli (to become)
komma (to come)
göra (to do, to make)
ﬁnnas (existential to be, lit. to be found. Similar to the German es gibt.)
ta (to take)
säga (to say)
gå (to go)
ge (to give)
se (to see)
måste (must)
vilja (to want)
stå (to stand)
visa (to show)
böra (ought)
gälla (to apply, to be valid)

For the purpose of this paper, only a subset of what Viberg calls basic verbs is
analyzed: verbs that are able to act as light verbs5 . Copula verbs and modal verbs are
ignored.
3 This can indicate that the respective forms are acquired by rote learning and remain further unanalyzed
by speakers (cf. Bybee, 1985).
4 Many studies on this have been published in the Scandinavian area also by other authors. Among
others Ekberg (1993), Fenyvesi-Jobbágy (2003), Hansen (1974), Jakobsson (1996), Jensen (2000), Malmgren
(2002), Pihlström (1988), Reuter (1986).
5 see

Section 3
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As a rule, the verbs in question rank among the top 50 most frequent verbs. It
is mostly verbs of spatial motion, location, and physical control. The most typical
members of this group are stå (stand), ligga (lie), sitta (sit) and their causative counterparts ställa, lägga, and sätta, ge (give), ta (take), hålla (hold/keep), gå (go), komma (come),
göra (do/make), falla (fall), fälla (causative to falla), bjuda (oﬀer), visa (show/exhibit), möta
(meet/face), and få (get). A list of potential light verbs was obtained earlier by extracting verb-noun collocations from the 20-million morphosyntactically tagged Swedish
corpus PAROLE (Cinková, 2004).

3. Light Verb Constructions
Light verbs and light verb constructions (henceforth LVC’s) are an interesting instance of semantic shifts in lexical verbs. Their numerous deﬁnitions set by many
diﬀerent linguists agree that LVC’s 6 ) consist of a lexical verb and a noun phrase and
that it is the noun that carries the semantic weight. The verb is deprived of its original
meaning. It only delivers morphosyntactic categories and, possibly, some semantic
features to the resulting event description. Not seldom, the valency behaviour of the
verb changes when the verb acts as a light verb. For instance, give a sigh has nothing
to do with giving but with sighing, which is supported by the fact that give in this case
obviously opens no addressee slot.
Lexical verbs which lose their concrete meaning when combined with abstract
nouns and nominalizations and which occur in such combinations very productively,
appear to be very common in modern European languages, but also beyond Europe,
as already noted by R. Jakobson (for reference see Jelínek, 2003, p. 50). They were
even observed in South-Asian languages (Butt, 2003), which are linguistically as well
as culturally very distant from the European languages.
Butt in (Butt, 2003) claims that although light verbs potentially are a universal
linguistic phenomenon, they have diﬀerent structural features in the respective lan-

6 This paper uses a term coined by Jespersen in Jespersen (1954), but they are also known under many
other names. In English linguistics it is e.g. support verbs, support verb constructions, expanded predicates,
verbo-nominal phrases, delexical verbs, stretched verbs.
German linguistics has studied Funktionsverbgefüge and Funktionsverben (also under diﬀerent terms)
intensively since the term was coined by von Polenz (Polenz, 1963). Interest in this issue rose especially
with the onset of generative and transformational grammar (among others in Rothkegel’s studies on ﬁxed
syntagms Rothkegel, 1973). To be mentioned are also at least Persson’s studies on causativity (Persson,
1975;Persson, 1992), as well as the research in German as a foreign language (Helbig and Buscha, 1996 and
Günther and Pape, 1976).
The terms, especially the German terms as Funktionsverben, Nominalisierungsverben, verblasste Verben,
Streckformen, etc., cannot be used interchangeably. Some authors using the respective variants were observing only the combinations of a verb and its direct object, others only the combinations of a verb and its
prepositional object. For a summarizing comparison of the light-verb related terms in German and English
see e.g. Hanks et al. (2006).
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guages7 . Hence all syntactic tests for deﬁning light verbs and light verb constructions
are language-speciﬁc (p. 24 in the web-released manuscript of Butt, 2003). E.g., in
Germanic languages, the following criteria are commonly quoted:
• Light verb constructions with the predicate noun in the position of the direct
object cannot be passivized.
• The predicate noun cannot be replaced with an anaphoric expression.
• There should be at least an option of the predicate noun to occur without a determiner (a criterion applied to Swedish, see Dura, 1997).
Few verbs are light under all circumstances: there belong those that combine only
with nominalizations or event nouns, such as perform, carry out8 . The syntactic behaviour of the word combination is an important clue for all verbs that can either act
as lexical verbs or as light verbs according to their context. However, the syntactic
criteria do not apply 100%.
Hanks et al. point out in (Hanks et al., 2006) that “lightness is a matter of degree”,
and that “some uses [of verbs that can act as light verbs, S.C.] are lighter than others”
(p. 441). They emphasize the collocational and semantic criteria for deciding whether
a verb use is light or not: “The problem lies in the expectation that necessary and
suﬀicient conditions can be established for delicate grammar categories, as opposed
to characterizations of typical features. Light verbs typically focus attention on an
event or process, and events and processes are very often expressed in nouns that are
nominalizations (i.e. cognates of verbs) – but the focus is still on the event, even when
the direct object is a word that denotes a physical entity” (p. 443). They introduce the
notion of semantic lightness in their analysis of the verb – direct object combinations,
and there is no apparent reason not to relate this term also to verb – prepositional
object combinations, which their paper does not address.
Butt (Butt, 2003) draws an interesting conclusion from diachronic English studies,
which supports favouring semantic and collocation criteria over syntactic the syntactic – although in their function similar to auxiliary verbs, light verbs, unlike auxiliaries, do not underlie the grammaticalization process in the development of a given
language: “Light verbs straddle the divide between the functional and lexical in that
they are essentially lexical elements but do not predicate like main verbs” (p. 4 and 13
in the web-released manuscript of Butt, 2003).

7 E.g. in Butt’s example from Urdu, a light verb construction even requires a second lexical verb attached
to the light verb in the verb-noun structure.
8 In this context it is to be added that evaluative expressions that are neither nominalizations nor event
nouns act as such in light verb constructions; e.g. He committed something horrible.
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4. Light Verb Constructions as Collocations
LVCs can be regarded as a type of collocation. Malmgren (Malmgren, 2002, p. 12)9
describes a number of candidate LVCs, calling them a kind of “prototypical collocations” that consist of a semantically impoverished verb and an abstract noun. The
abstract noun keeps its meaning, hence it is considered to be the more stable member of the collocation – the collocational base (or node, see Sinclair, 1993). Its verbal
collocate is generally unpredictable.
Inspired by Mel’čuk’s Meaning-Text-Theory (Mel’čuk, 1996), Malmgren analyzes
Swedish verbal collocates and associates them with nouns by means of the lexical
function Oper. Fontenelle (Fontenelle, 1992, p. 142) also claims that “Support Verbs
roughly correspond to the type of lexical relation that can be encoded through the
Oper Lexical Function used by Mel’čuk”.
The understanding of nouns as collocational bases in verb + abstract noun constructions is clearly shared by Čermák, (e.g. František Čermák, 1995): “Abstract nouns
seem to follow a few general patterns in their behaviour, which seem to be more structured, allowing for much less freedom than concrete nouns. The patterns the abstract
nouns enter are determined by their function and meaning”.10
While Helbig and Buscha were seeking to identify a distinct class of “Funktionsverben”, and Baron and Herslund (Baron and Herslund, 1998), Rothkegel (Rothkegel,
1973), and Persson (Persson, 1975, Persson, 1992) were trying to deﬁne light verb constructions by the semantic relation between the noun phrase and the verb, Fontenelle,
Malmgren, and Čermák focused on the noun, in full accordance with the pregnantly
formulated observation of Hanks (Hanks, forthcoming): “…it seems almost as if all
the other parts of speech (verbs and function words) are little more than repetitive
glue holding the names in place”.
Even in the cross-linguistic perspective, it is usually the noun that is the common
denominator for the equivalent light verb constructions: “The verb […], although
often the only one that is correct and idiomatic, can seem totally arbitrary. In another language – mutatis mutandis – totally diﬀerent verbs often occur which work
as place holders; that is why prototypical collocations often cause translation problems” (Malmgren, 2002, p. 11, and cf. Schroten, 2002).11 Malmgren further notes that
“sometimes, though by far not always, one can anticipate a sort of metaphorics” in
the choice of the verb. According to Malmgren, the eventual metaphors can be traced
back and explained ex post facto, but they are deﬁnitely not predictable within any
one given language, let alone cross-linguistically.
9 Malmgren’s starting point is the system-oriented understanding of collocations coined especially by
German linguists as Hausmann and Heid (Heid, 1998, p. 302) rather than the original English contextualist
approach to collocations.
10 Though Čermák explicitly avoids the term ‘collocation’, using the expression ‘stable combinations’ instead, among which “some are undoubtedly more frequent than others”.
11 The
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5. Semantic Aspects of LVCs
From the semantic point of view, the noun seems to be a part of a complex predicate
rather than the object (or subject) of the verb, despite what the surface syntax suggests
(cf. Schroten, 2002, p. 93, and Boje, 1995, pp. 53, 145). As already stated by many
authors (e.g. Helbig and Buscha, 1996), light verbs are in fact lexical verbs that have to
some extent lost their lexical meaning, in order to provide the predicate nouns with
verbal morphological categories (which is the feature that makes them resemble a
verb class according to Helbig and Buscha (1996) – Funktionsverben, and Jelínek (2003,
p. 40) – operational verbs (operační slovesa.)
Many students of this topic have observed that verbs, when occurring in an LVC,
start to carry more abstract semantic features. Rothkegel (1973) considers the semantic bleaching12 of the verb to be the antipode of verbal polysemy. She shows that the
meaning of a given lexical verb in LVCs neither matches any of its meanings outside
LVCs, nor does it create new meanings when associated with the respective noun
phrases, which implies that instead of just being deprived of a part of its original
meaning, the lexical verb acquires an additional, more abstract meaning that is reserved for the verb’s occurrence in LVCs.
Butt (2003, p. 18 of the web-released manuscript) proposes that light verbs are characterized precisely by the ability to express general features, as described by Rothkegel
(1973). However, Butt is explicit in that she does not regard light verb uses as semantic
derivations of the primary meanings of the verbs, but contrary to that, she assumes
that “the lexical speciﬁcation of a handful of verbs (somewhere between 5 and 20)
cross-linguistically allows for a use as either a main verb or a light verb. Some common examples crosslinguistically are the verbs for come, go, take, give, hit, throw, rise,
fall, and do/make. […] Their lexical semantic speciﬁcations are so general that they can
be used in multitude of contexts, that is, they ‘ﬁt’ many constellations.”

6. LVCs and Event Structure
LVCs are often referred to as a means of modifying the event structure of a locution,
especially in languages such as Swedish, which do not (regularly) indicate aspect by
morphological means (i.e. by stem vowel alternations or aﬀixes). In such languages
the aspect remains underspeciﬁed, unless lexical markers (e.g. temporal adverbs) are
employed in the utterance. A kind of event structure opposition is assumed between
an LVC and its corresponding synthetic predicate (when there is one). Butt (2003,
p. 18 of the web-released manuscript) in accordance with many other authors, emphasizes that “light verbs modulate or structure a given event predication and do
so in a manner similar to that of modiﬁers with respect to semantic notions such as
12 She quotes other authors’ terms, such as ‘das Verblassen der Merkmale bei den Verben”, “Bedeutungsentleerung”, “depletion of the designatum”.
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benefaction, suddenness, etc.13 […] The light verbs also tend to add further information about the aktionsart of the complex predication. In particular, there is often a
telic/boundedness or a causation component.” In this respect they have a function
similar to verbal preﬁxes or particles (Butt, 2003, p. 16).
LVCs are built as compositional events or constructions consisting of a ‘verbal’ and
a ‘nominal’ subevent. Yet the ‘verbal’ event does actually never ‘take place’ due to the
semantic depletion in light verbs (cf. Fillmore et al., 2003). The given light verb only
passes some semantic features on to the ‘nominal’ event. Durative events are by definition atelic (e.g. to have problems), with the reservation that multiple telic ‘nominal’
events combined with a durative atelic light verb express iterativity, e.g. to suﬀer from
attacks.
LVCs denoting transitions (i.e. changes of state) are generally regarded as telic (cf.
Pustejovsky, 1991), no matter what telicity value the given light verb would have if
used as a lexical verb outside the LVC. Bjerre (1999) puts it this way: “LVCs denoting
transitions are invariably achievements14 , either inchoatives or causatives […], the SV
[i.e. support verb, which is the term Bjerre preferres to light verb. S.C.] always denotes
an underspeciﬁed subevent1 .[…] Not surprising terminative is the negative counterpart of inchoative.”
Bjerre’s examples make it more clear: “Situationen kom ud af kontrol – [The situation
came out of control] denotes a situation in which the resultant state is the negative of
that in Situationen kom under kontrol [The situation came under control]. […] This may
be paraphrased: (subevent1 :) The situation was under control when something happened as a result of which (subevent2 :) the situation was out of (= not under) control”.
Bjerre notes that light verbs denoting transitions are either achievement verbs with
inherently underspeciﬁed subevent1 (come, bring etc.), or they are verbs of motion or
location which lose their speciﬁc relation when used as light verbs.

7. Productivity vs. Lexicalization in LVCs
Whereas traditional views emphasize that it is mostly the lexicalized units that
tend to show a speciﬁc syntactic behaviour and, therefore, LVCs are to be considered
as more or less lexicalized phrases, Ekberg (1987) and Dura (1997), as well as Persson
(1992), concentrate on the apparent productivity of LVCs and the regular production
patterns they form. Ekberg notes that many lexicalized phrases “have an almost completely or at least partly predictable meaning and new ones can be formed according to productive rules within the grammar” (Ekberg, 1987, p. 32), while Dura goes
even further, adding that “even the newly-formed phrases show the same syntactic restrictions as the lexicalized ones” and interpreting this phenomenon as evidence that
13 Cf.

also Schroten (2002).

14 Transitions

are further divided into two subtypes. In achievements the subevent1 is underspeciﬁed, unlike in accomplishments, e.g. Carl built a house (accomplishment) × The expedition reached the top of a mountain
(achievement). See Bjerre (1999).
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“these restrictions indicate that something is meant as a lexicalization rather than that
they are the result of lexicalization” (Dura, 1997, pp. 1–3). She considers article-less
verb-noun combinations to be an evidence that there is “a kind of word combination
that is not controlled by the regular syntax but aims at lexical composition” and that
it is thus “possible to form new phrases which can act as lexical units. The ordinary
syntax is oriented at combining lexical units with obligatory grammatical categories,
but there even seems to be another syntax, a syntax which allows language users to
build larger conceptual units without involving the grammatical categories”. Dura
and Ekberg approach the issue from the semantic side, though they seek to draw syntactic conclusions. The syntactic criteria are eventually more important for Dura and
Ekberg than they are for Hanks and others.

8. Grammatical Interference in Lexicalized Collocations?
When the morphosyntactic behaviour of a multi-word cluster systematically deviates from the regular grammar rules, it is traditionally regarded as intensively lexicalized, i.e. several words are thought of as growing together into one single semantic
unit. Moreover, Dura (1997, see above) suggests that the cause – consequence relation also works the other way round: collocations that are meant by the speakers to
be perceived as a single semantic unit are deliberately taken out of the regular language system.
Many authors since the onset of corpus linguistics have observed that the regular
language use to a signiﬁcant extent consists of prefabricated blocks. Needless to say,
this phenomenon goes far beyond idioms and terminology. For instance, Wray (2002)
builds her hypotheses on formulaic sequences on the premise that “although we have
tremendous capacity for grammatical processing, this is not our only, nor even our
preferred, way of coping with language input and output. […] much of our entirely
regular input and output is not processed analytically, even though it could be” (p. 10).
Light verb constructions appear to be such formulaic clusters. Collocations that
sometimes behave according to grammar rules and sometimes do not, would normally be regarded as somewhere half-way to the ultimate lexicalization; i.e., they
would be expected to exhibit only irregular behaviour in the future development of
the given language.15 However, morphosyntactic realizations of semantically transparent collocations in text may not just vary in the extent to which they comply with
the rules of grammar in terms of ‘right’ versus ‘wrong’, but, on the contrary, diﬀerent
15 This is of course not the case of idiomatic expressions, whose idiomatic meaning is inseparable from
their morphosyntactic realization; e.g. abandon ship. Example 1 implies that the ship is thought to be sinking,
whereas Example 2 lacks this implicature:

(1) Abandon ship!
(2) They abandoned the ship in a bay near Hong Kong.
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grammatical realizations of collocations can have diﬀerent semantic/pragmatic implicatures in the particular context according to the speaker’s preference. A default
behaviour of lexicalized semantically transparent collocations may often be irregular
(e.g. zero article, no modiﬁers allowed, etc.), but the corpus evidence suggests that
there is not necessarily a clear ban on a step back to the regular grammar when the
morphosyntactic features help reﬂect the communicational intentions of the speaker
in a particular discourse situation.
In other words, the assumption is that regular morphosyntactic behaviour is reintroduced when the speakers explicitly want to add the semantic features triggered
by regular morphosyntactic behaviour, but they are by no means obliged to do it.
The presence or absence of semantic diﬀerences between two or more alternative
morphosyntactic structures is very much context-dependent, and the semantic oppositions can be obscured by the fact that they happen to be irrelevant in a particular
context. That implies that the alternative expression forms will not always be mutually exclusive, but that the speakers only have the option to select the non-default
pattern when they feel a particular reason for doing that.
To mention a Swedish example, the light verb construction sätta rekord (set a record)
is normally used without an article, even when rekord is modiﬁed by one or more
adjectives (adjective modiﬁers usually require the use of an article in Swedish):
(6)

Mustafa Mohammed satte personligt rekord.
Mustafa Mohammed set a personal record.

(7)

Stefan Holm klarade 2,37 i Globen och satte nytt personligt rekord.
Stefan Holm made 2.37 in Globen and set a new personal record.

The collocation sätta rekord (set a record) appears to be a very lexicalized one, judging
from the predominating zero article. The large Swedish corpus Konkordanser showed
that the absolute majority of the occurrences of sätta rekord had no article preceding
rekord. The Konkordanser subcorpora yielded 223 occurrences of the forms sätta, sätter,
satte and satt, respectively, with rekord following within the same sentence16 . The noun
rekord occurred with the indeﬁnite article only 17 times. The percentual rates were the
following:
• 2 % in the inﬁnitive
• 0 % in the present tense
• 11 % in the simple past tense
• 9 % in the perfect tense
The deﬁnite singular form rekordet and the deﬁnite plural form rekorden occurred
11 times and once in collocation with sätta, respectively.
16 Unfortunately, in Konkordanser, modern Swedish texts (newspapers and ﬁction) are split into 14 subcorpora, and the interface does not allow multiple selection. None of the subcorpora in Konkordanser is
either tagged or lemmatized, and the interface does not support CQL. Simple Boolean queries or wildcard
searches can be performed, but they cannot be combined, which signiﬁcantly limits the searching power.
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The 29 hits with (any) article represented 12% of the total of 235 hits.
The most frequent case (indeﬁnite article) does not seem to be aﬀected by tense.
A closer analysis of the broader contexts showed at least one situation in which the
insertion of the indeﬁnite article may be triggered by the context (approx. 1/3 of the
hits with the indeﬁnite article) – it is when the discipline in which the record was set
is speciﬁed later in the text (selection):
(8)

Svensson har satt ett oslagbart svensk rekord som sportjournalist: under cirka 49 år
hade han fast jobb på samma redaktion i samma tidning, Arbetet i Malmö.
Svensson has set an unbeatable Swedish record as a sports journalist: for approximately
49 years he had had a regular job at the same publishing oﬀice, at the same newspaper,
Arbetet i Malmö.

(9)

Förre RIK-aren Peter Gentzel har satt ett nytt rekord i tyska Bundsliga. Den svenske
landslagsmålvakten har på 34 omgångar tagit hela 53 straﬀar för Nordhorn.
Former RIK-player Peter Gentzel has set a new record in the German Bundesliga. The
goalkeeper of the Swedish national team has got 53 yellow and red cards for Nordhorn
in 34 rounds.

(10) Massorna, som köade i en halvmil för att slutligen komma till Hyde Park, satte ett nytt
rekord i levande opinionsbildning.
The crowds that were queuing for a half mile in order to ﬁnally get into Hyde Park set
a new record in live opinion making.
(11) Anette var andra halvlekens gigant och satte då ett personligt rekord. – Har aldrig
gjort åtta mål i en och samma halvlek i elitserien.
Anette was the giant of the second half and it was then that she set a personal record.
– I have never shot eight goals in a single half in the elite series.
In other two cases (one with an indeﬁnite pronoun) the sentence describes an unreal or non-speciﬁc condition:
(12) Han säger att visst, landslaget skulle väl vara kul och visst sätta ett svenskt rekord
skulle väl också vara kul, men det är saker han inte går och tänker på.
He says that yes, the national team would obviously be cool and obviously it would
also be cool to set a Swedish record, but that is stuﬀ he doesn’t go thinking about.
(13) Om jag sätter något rekord så kommer det snart någon och slår det.
Even if I set a record, someone else will soon come and break it.
Also setting two entities in contrast normally requires an article, as can be seen in
Example 14:
(14) Hägerstenskillen […] satte ett personligt rekord och tangerade ett: Han presterade 60
kilo i stöt (tangerat pers.) och 47,5 kilo i ryck (personligt med 2,5 kilo).
The guy from Hägersten […] set a personal record and attacked another one: He lifted
60 kg ……
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In addition, the discipline in Example 14 was speciﬁed later.
Example 15 originates from a context where records were expected in several different disciplines. A certain swimming discipline was the ﬁrst discipline in the entire
competition where it happened: a European record was set. In this particular context, the European record, which is a unique uncountable entity in the context of one
single discipline, is regarded as countable and a member of a set.
(15) Engelsmannen Adrian Moorhouse blev den första att sätta ett Europarekord i Strasbourg.
The Englishman Adrian Moorhouse was the ﬁrst one to set a European record in Strasbourg.
In all the other 10 hits except one, the noun rekord with the indeﬁnite article was
modiﬁed by one or two adjectives. All of the adjectives denoted restrictive attributes.
The use of a restrictive attribute implies that that particular record was one of a set,
which is normally a good reason for employing an article. Nevertheless, the zeroarticle is strongly preferred in this context and with the modiﬁers svensk (Swedish), personlig (personal), ny (new), even when they concatenate. No diﬀerences in the broader
context were observed that would explain why the article was used. Only a sample is
presented here.
(16) Även om serien inte var perfekt satte han ett nytt prydligt personligt och svenskt rekord
med 387,60 poäng.
Even though the series was not perfect he set a new nice personal and Swedish record
by 387,60 points.
(17) Orbit Air vann både försök och ﬁnal i fjol och satte ett nytt svenskt rekord.
Orbit Air won both the trial and the ﬁnal last year and set a new Swedish record.
The deﬁnite article (found 12 times) was consequently used when referring back
to one particular record mentioned before – either to the same entity (the same discipline, the same year, the same person), or to a contrasting entity. Only a selection is
presented.
(18) Hennes svenska rekord på 1.500 meter på 4.09,0 är internationellt gångbart och den
tiden är ingen yttersta gräns för Gunilla. Det ﬁnns mer att ge. – När jag satte det
rekordet var jag inte ens trött efter loppet. Det kändes som att dansa fram.
Her Swedish record in the 1 500 meters at 4.09,0 is internationally accepted and this
time is not the ultimate limit for Gunilla. There is more to give. – When I set that
record I was not tired at all after the run. It felt like dancing.
(19) När Bartova satte det kortlivade rekordet i Prag snodde hon det från just Flosadottir
som tog sig över 4,42 …
When Bartova set the short-lived record in Prague, she had just stolen it from Flossadottir, who got over 4,42..
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(20) Det svenska skattesystemet sätter det ena otroliga rekordet efter det andra.
The Swedish tax system sets one incredible record after another.
It is interesting to investigate to which extent the regular grammar continues to affect multi-word clusters that already have reached the stage of lexicalization, which in
principle allows them to ignore grammar. This kind of research suggests the cases in
which speakers may deliberately decide to exploit grammar in pursuit of a particular
communicative goal, since they are not forced to respect grammar for its own sake.
Investigating grammar in positions where the default is not to use it at all can reveal
a lot about the semantic potential of our traditional grammar categories in general.

9. Polysemy
9.1. Relations among Concrete Entities
The previous sections discussed light verb constructions and the light verbs. The
majority of verbs that can be used as light verbs is also polysemous in other ways. A
contrastive, corpus-based comparison of the use of basic verbs reveals that in many
diﬀerent contexts where Swedish employs a basic verb, the Czech equivalent is stylistically marked or more speciﬁc with respect to the given context. Quite naturally,
this diﬀerence lies partly in the Czech aspectual dichotomy, which can be realized
morphologically – i.e. by a stem change – as well as by derivation. Even so, however, Czech employs many more verb lemmas with mutually unrelated stems than
Swedish. This implies that the Swedish basic verbs have a far higher collocation potential and a more intricate polysemy than the corresponding Czech basic verbs. In
other words, a Swedish learner of Czech must learn many diﬀerent verbs with a relatively low collocation potential to produce idiomatic text, while a Czech learner of
Swedish must acquire very elaborate cognitive maps of collocations appropriate for a
few verbs, respectively.
Fig. 1 shows one instance of this equivalent discrepancy: to express that X caused Y
to sit in prison, underspecifying whether condemned to or literally escorted, Swedish
uses predominantly the verb sätta, which is stylistically neutral. Alternatively (with
far lower frequency) it uses kasta (throw), which is expressive. In Czech, a number of
verbs is used in place of these two Swedish ones, with the frequency counts decreasing continuously, with no abrupt drops. The counts were obtained from the corpora
PAROLE (SW) and SYN2005 (CZ) (Hajič, 2004 and Spoustová et al., 2007).
The discrepancy between the collocation potential of Czech and the Swedish basic
verbs grows even more evident in cases like Fig. 2 when the collocate of the given
Swedish basic verb is not a single noun but a set of non-synonymous nouns that all
have the same semantic relation to the basic verb. Here Czech operates with a vast
amount of not mutually interchangeable verbs, which are chosen in accordance with
the semantic features of the respective noun collocates. There is, unlike in Swedish,
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[lemma!="jít"& lemma!="dostat" & tag="V.*"]
[word="do"] [word="v zení"]
[tag="V.*"] []{0,3} [word="i"] [word="fängelse"]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

poslat/posílat
zav ít/zavírat
uvrhnout
odsoudit
vsadit
strčit
dát
posadit

• sätta
• kasta

Figure 1. X puts Y into prison: verbs for put in Swedish vs. in Czech

no superior verb that would be universally used with all these nouns. The counts
were obtained from the same corpora as those in Fig. 1
9.2. Swedish Spatial Conceptualization
On the one hand, Swedish seems to operate with fewer verbs than Czech. On
the other hand, there is a conceptual area where Swedish systematically requires a
higher degree of lexical speciﬁcation than Czech. Swedish does not have any direct
equivalent to the Czech dát (give) in the sense put (place something somewhere). The
speakers of Swedish must learn to choose the right verb from the set sätta, ställa, and
lägga, depending on the spatial orientation of the object being moved, on the character
of the target location, or even on whether the object is being attached to its target
destination (e.g. with glue) or whether it keeps its new position by itself. Needless to
say, a conventionalized world knowledge speciﬁc to the Swedish language community
comes into the play.
To name a few examples that a Czech speaker would never resolve correctly unless
he has explicitly learned them: Something that can be regarded as attached or stuck
is mostly regarded as “sitting” and, accordingly, “being put into a sitting position”.
Thus a football can “sit” in a broken window pane, and what a post-it pad usually
does on a door is also “sitting”. Hence also the motivation for the example illustrated
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[tag="V.*"] []{0,2} [lemma="zub|jehla|n ž|dýka|tesák|dráp|šíp
|ošt p|h ebík|špendlík|jehlice|brož|spona"
& tag="N...4.*"] []{0,2}[word="do"]
[tag="V.*"] []{0,3} [lemma="tand|nagel|tass||dolk|kniv|nål|pil|pinne"][word="i"]
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

vrazit/vrážet
zatnout/zatínat
zabodnout/zabodávat
zapíchnout/zapíchat/
zapichovat
vbodnout/vbodávat
zabo it/zabo ovat
zatlouci/zatloukat
vpíchnout/vpichovat
zarýt/zarývat
zarazit/zarážet
zakrojit/zakrajovat

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

zavád t/zavést
vno it/vno ovat
nast elovat/nast elit
bodat/bodnout
strčit/strkat
vetknout
zahryznout/zahryzávat
zaseknout/zasekávat
pohroužit
nabodat/nabodnout
tnout

• sätta
• sticka (kniv,
pil)
• hugga
(kniv,ax)
• borra (tänder)

Figure 2. X inserts a sharp object into Y: verbs for insert in Swedish vs. in Czech

by Fig. 2. Besides, you can also sätta a plate on the table, as well as you can ställa it
(put vertically or something vertical), while the plate, once placed on the table, stands
there (stå). Jakobsson (1996) claims that a plate can also ligga (lie), but only when it
is positioned upside down or when it is broken. (No cooccurrence of ligga and tallrik
(lie and plate) was found in PAROLE to prove it, though.) The motivation is that the
functional part of the plate points up, which gives the concept of the entire object a
vertical ﬂavour, although it is actually ﬂat and horizontal.
In Czech, opposite to that, sedět/stát sitta/sätta is out of place with plate, nor is it
usually used to express location/placement at all. On the other hand, ležet (lie) and stát
(stand), along with the corresponding causatives, are in this respect both synonymous
and roughly equally frequent, as the large Czech corpus SYN2005 reveals.
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9.3. Polysemy in Relations with Abstract Entities
Basic verbs belong to lexemes that “encode major orientation points in human
experience” (Bybee et al., 1994, p. 10) and as such they have a mighty potential of
metaphorical shifts. This paper focuses mainly on those semantic shifts that can be
regarded as grammaticalization. However, the lexical description would be incomplete if it ignored those semantic shifts that have little potential to expand their collocation potential to become a universally distributed auxiliary; the more so that the
shifts are language-dependent. A contrastive view is therefore absolutely necessary
here. This section is dedicated to metaphorical uses of basic verbs, in the sense of
“ﬁgurative” rather than what we intuitively perceive under “grammaticalized” (although, as noted above, there is no clear boundary between these two groups, and
we would better perceive them as two ends of a scale rather than two sets).
Metaphorical uses that do not expand their collocation potential often arise through
what Heine et al. (2001) call Metaphorical extension from one semantic domain to another17 .
Metaphorical abstraction relates concepts across semantic domains.18
Metaphorical abstraction is the way humans conceptualize the non-concrete aspects
of the world. It is the naive picture of the world, in which it does not matter what the
world actually is like, but what humans believe it is like. The naive view of the world
is anthropocentric. Thus the closest and most discrete objects are parts of the human
body and objects that can be physically manipulated. They help to ‘manipulate’ the
less distinct entities in discourse by acting as metaphorical vehicles (Lakoﬀ, 1987).
Heine et al. assume that the semantic domains make a hierarchy of metaphorical
abstraction, through which source structures develop into target structures:
PERSON-OBJECT-ACTIVITY-SPACE-TIME-QUALITY19
Just to illustrate one pair, the SPACE-to-QUALITY transfer means that structures
suggesting that an object is located at a place or aims in a direction regularly express
that the object ﬁnds itself in a certain state or a certain situation:
(21) The country is sliding into a depression.
(22) Belinda fell completely in love with her daughter: ‘I felt high for about four days, not
thinking about anything but caring for her.’
Metaphorical shifts can be explained ex-post, but they cannot be predicted. This
implies that there is no general principle, according to which metaphorical uses of
the source language could be universally transformed into the corresponding target
language. The only solution seems to be suﬀicient exempliﬁcation with respect to the
17 Nevertheless, Heine et al. also delievr many examples of established function words that have arisen
through this semantic shift.
18 though
19 Heine
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learner’s language background; i.e. make sure to provide cases, in which Swedish
would use a verb in a way unpredictable for a Czech speaker. For instance, Czech
speakers are in a divorce when divorcing (být v rozvodovém řízení), while Swedish
speakers lie in a divorce (ligga i skillsmässa). There are hundreds of such examples,
and all must be consciously learned.

10. Grammaticalization through Context-Induced Reinterpretation
10.1. Context-induced Reinterpretation
As the most frequently used terms suggest, many authorities regard generalization, which lies behind or accompanies grammaticalization, as a loss of certain semantic components, compared to the core meaning of the original lexeme: semantic bleaching (coined by Givón) and weakening of semantic content (Bybee, Perkins and Pagliuca).
Yet Heine, Claudi, and Hünnemeyer (Heine et al., 2001) argue that generalization is
not always a reduction of meaning (p. 40f.). They present examples of negation of the
core meaning and examples of addition of further semantic components not present
in the core meaning. Generalization typically occurs in the following types of semantic changes:20
• Metaphorical extension from one semantic domain to another21
• Context-induced reinterpretation22 .
Heine et al. (2001, p. 70) note that a metaphorical transfer appears rather discrete.
However, they propose that the transitions from one semantic domain into another
create a continuum of linguistic expressions and call this continuous grammaticalizing process context-induced reinterpretation. They explain it on the verb to go in the
following sentences:
(23) Henry is going to town.
(24) Are you going to the library?
(25) No, I am going to eat.
(26) I am going do to the very best to make you happy.
(27) The rain is going to come.23
Examples 23, 24, and 25 illustrate a SPACE-TIME metaphorical transfer. In Example 23, the verb to go has a clearly spatial meaning, whereas in 26 and 27 it has a clearly
20 according
21 see

to Heine et al. (2001) and partly Bybee et al. (1994)

previous section and cf. Heine et al. (2001).

22 inference

or conventionalization of implicature in Bybee et al. (1994)

23 Quoted

from Heine et al. (2001, p. 70). According to an English native speaker’s view, 27 sounds unidiomatic and should be rephrased as It is going to rain.
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temporal meaning. Yet Sentences 24 and 25 are ambiguous, depending very much on
the context. The sentences can be interpreted in the following way:
(28) Henry is going to town. SPACE
(29) Are you going to the library? SPACE
(30) No, I am going to eat. (as answer to 24) INTENTION (+ relics of spatial meaning
are still present)
(31) I am going do to the very best to make you happy. INTENTION
(32) The rain is going to come. PREDICTION
Both 26 and 27 have temporal meaning, but they diﬀer in the desire of the respective subjects to pursue the event, since rain, let alone the empty it, cannot have a will
or desire, while a human can.
To explain the semantic continuum, Heine et al. (2001) introduce three idealized
stages of semantic shifts:
Stage I: A lingustic form F acquires a side-meaning B in addition to its core meaning A when employed in a certain context. At this stage, the utterance can be ambiguous as long as the context (both intra- and extralinguistic) does not eliminate the
ambiguity, and it can be misunderstood by the recipient. (This would apply for 25.)
Stage II: The form F can be used in contexts where only the meaning B can be
employed. (This would apply for 25.)
Stage III: The meaning B becomes conventionalized and cognitively salient enough
to be conceived as a second meaning of the form F, which becomes polysemous. (This
applies for 26 and 27). However, the meanings A and B are conceptually linked as the
transition was continuous (p. 72).
Heine et al. (2001) later revised their A-meaning-to-B-meaning model, introducing
the terms focal sense and non-focal sense. In this revised model, A and B at Stage III
would be focal senses. At Stage I, B would only be a non-focal sense. It would be
only an exploitation of the meaning A. The meaning A is supposed to have a set of
conversational implicatures in addition to its core, partial pragmatic meanings which
are triggered by various contexts. When a non-focal meaning B becomes highlighted
as particularly suitable for expressing a given communicational purpose, it becomes
more frequent and gradually gains its own set of conversational implicatures. Then
it develops into to a new focal meaning B. B, undergoing grammaticalization, then
generalizes even to contexts where formerly only A was accepted.
The revised model of context-induced reinterpretation implies the following: when
determining the meaning of a grammatical entity, not only the focal meanings have to
be observed, but also the conceptually prior non-focal meanings and recurring ‘later’
meanings likely to develop into new focal meanings must be recorded. Sentences 26
and 27 show the completed development from a volitional to a predictional future.
When the structure be going to is used with an agentive subject, it typically has the
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meaning of INTENTION: I am going to draw this …so that he can have a full picture.24 As a
result of the PERSON-OBJECT metaphorical transfer25 , the volitional future construction has been exploited in order to create a new convention, which implies future in
events with non-human and non-agentive subjects. The evident conversational implicature is that non-human and non-agentive subjects do not activate the will feature
in the future since they cannot pursue any will on their own: It is going to be hot today (PREDICTION). However, due to the generalization of the new interpretation,
the PREDICTION-meaning is extendable back to sentences with agentive and human
subjects: We are going to have a new mum. Here the structure to be going to is ambiguous
since without the context or knowledge of the situation it is impossible to tell whether
the speakers (potentially volitional) are planning to have a new mum or whether they
are rather assuming that this will happen, no matter their will.
The context-induced reinterpretation appears to be the most interesting semantic
change for a lexicographer seeking out “regularities which promise interest as incipient sub-systems” (Hopper, 1987). It has also been described in other words by Hanks
(exploitations of norms in Hanks, forthcoming) as the result of a long-termed lexicographical work with authentic language data. The next section gives an example of
a context-induced reinterpretation of a Swedish construction that normally expresses
the progressive tense.
10.2. A Swedish Example: hålla på
The verb hålla enriched with the particle på is known to have grammaticalized uses.
It has three valency patterns, in which the lexical verb is represented by the hypothetical verb verba (to verb):
1. X håller på med Y (Y = noun) (lit. X holds on with Y)
2. X håller på (med) att verb-a (lit. X holds on (with) to verb)
3. X håller på och verb-ar (lit. X holds on and verb-s)
The progressive use approximately corresponds to the English gerund to be verbing. It is used for backgrounding events in the discourse and to indicate ongoing
processes. Unlike the English gerund it is unacceptable with verbs denoting states
and with verbs denoting transitions (see above). The progressive meaning is only
activated in combination with atelic verbs. The combination with telic verbs yields
the tendential meaning (see below). It can be used together with verbs in passive.
The progressive meaning can be rendered by X håller på att verb-a as well as by the
coordinated construction X håller på och verb-ar. Pihlström observed speakers’ preference for the coordinated construction, even though it had not yet been accepted as
standard in the 80’s. SAG does not comment on the respective variants’ stylistic val24 Heine

et al. (2001, p. 171ﬀ).

25 The

trasformation of volition into prediction can be seen as the transformation of X wants into X wants
to happen = X will happen.
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ues but adds the same observation. According to SAG, some speakers even make a
sharp semantic distinction between the two variants in that they exclusively associate
X håller på att verb-a with tendentiality and X håller på och verb-ar with progressivity.
However, SAG mentions another tendency that goes against this semantic distinction:
the coordinated construction is strongly preferred with animate agentive subjects although it is still considered odd with inanimate non-agentive subjects:
(33) Klimatet håller på att bli varmare.
?Klimatet håller på och blir varmare.
The climate is becoming warmer.
PAROLE contains only 118 instances of X håller på och verb-ar, out of which indeed only in one the subject is inanimate (a computer) but it is agentive:
(34) och att en dator nu höll på och smälte svaren.
and that then a computer was digesting (i.e. processing) the answers.
Progressivity marking is typical in telic verbal clauses in the past tense when the
context indicates that the described event was prevented from reaching the expected
terminal point (Teleman et al., 1999, p. 340):
(35) Karin höll på att tvätta håret men blev avbruten.
?Karin tvättade håret men blev avbruten.
Karin was washing her hair but was interrupted.
Interestingly, the construction hålla på och as well as hålla på att (though less frequently) appears to acquire the meaning constantly (which is a sort of an opposite to
progressivity).
The parallel Czech-Swedish corpus has yielded one spectacular example. It is the
Swedish translation of a text originally written by B. Hrabal in very colloquial Czech:
(36) proto se taky náš farář musel v jednom tahu modlit, aby nebyl tak zlej…
därför måste också vår präst hålla på och be stup i ett, så att han inte skulle vara så
elak …
and that’s why our priest had to be praying all the time in order not to be so evil…
The Swedish idiom stup i ett is perfectly equivalent to the Czech v jednom tahu.
However, the translator added the hålla på construction partly to emphasize that the
priest had been praying constantly or very often, but also as an indication of colloquial
register26 .
More sentences containing a combination of hålla på and atelic verbs were sought
in PAROLE, which might be bearing the semantic component of constancy. No unambiguous declarative sentence in the past tense has been found that would be acceptable without a disambiguating adverbial. Most hits (approx. 30) were propositions
26 This
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with low facticity, i.e. negative sentences, sometimes with the imperative ska (should,
ought to), questions, and inﬁnitives.
All the instances from PAROLE seem to be quotations of direct speech or free indirect speech27 , which suggests that this use of hålla på is still conﬁned to spoken language. Exceptions will be discussed below.
Here are a few sentences from PAROLE in which hålla på could be substituted with
hela tiden (all the time):
(37)

I princip tyckte hon det verkade botten att hålla på och knega mellan nio och fem .
Basically she meant that it appeared miserable to keep working from nine to ﬁve.

(38) Ni ska inte hålla på och larva er sådär, för jag har ingenting att skämmas för.
You are not supposed to keep acting like this because I have nothing to be ashamed of.
(39) Men i längden så kan vi ju inte hålla på att bara försvara oss.
But for a longer time we can’t just keep defending ourselves.
(40) Är det slut? — Det vet jag inte heller. Varför ska du hålla på och fråga så där?
Is that the end? – I don’t know, either. Why do you keep interrogating me like this?
(41) Men jag tyckte det var lika bra att vara kvar och inte hålla på att bråka.
But I meant the best thing to do was to stay there and not to keep ﬁghting.
PAROLE yields just one instance of a positive declarative sentence in the present
tense, and, in this particular case, hålla på was disambiguated by temporal adverbials
in the close context (cf. Example 36):
(42) “Det var alltid bara som du inbillade dig.” “Du förnekar det fortfarande. Det är
otroligt.” “Det är otroligt att du fortfarande håller på och ältar det. Jag gillade
henne aldrig.”
“You had just been fancying it”. “You still keep denying it. It’s incredible”. “It’s
incredible that you still keep agonizing over that. I never liked her.”
How is it that a progressive construction has acquired just the opposite meaning?
The progressive hålla på is the default interpretation of hålla på with atelic verbs. It
appears in positive as well as in negative declarative clauses, questions etc., in all
tenses. On the other hand, the ‘constancy’ hålla på seems to almost exclusively appear
in negations, questions and inﬁnitives (this is at least what the corpus evidence says).
It is negation that gives a clue for the semantic change. In a negated progressive sentence, it is not just a single moment of the given event that is negated, but it is the
27 Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org): “Free indirect speech (or free indirect discourse or free indirect
style) is a style of third person narration which has some of the characteristics of direct speech. Passages
written using free indirect speech are often ambiguous as to whether they convey the views of the narrator
or of the character the narrator is describing. Free indirect speech is contrasted with direct speech and
indirect speech.”
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entire event. For instance, the sentence De håller på att bråka (They are ﬁghting) focuses
just on one moment in the ongoing action. The same goes for the progressive aspect
as a discourse backgrounder: De höll på att bråka när jag kom (They were just ﬁghting
when I arrived). However, the negation of the sentence predicate says that the entire
event does not take place (at the moment of reference), not that a single moment of
the event does not take place at the moment of reference. This is best perceived in
the imperative; for instance, by saying: Don’t be doing, the speaker necessarily means:
“Stop doing that you have been doing just long enough to annoy me”. Implicitly, the
event really must have been taking place.
Nevertheless, the relation between progressivity and facticity also works the other
way round: when the ‘constancy’ hålla på is employed in a negative imperative with an
event, it suggests that the given event is actually taking place and should be stopped
28
. In written language, the reader naturally has no way to decide whether the given
event is just taking place or not. By employing the ‘constancy’ hålla på the speaker
adds some kind of asserting modality:
(43) Vi ska inte hålla på och keynesianskt försöka mota konjunkturer. Vi ska bygga en
robust arbetsmarknad
och en stabil privat konsumtion som bägge ska klara att anpassa sig till chocker. 29
We are not supposed to be reaching for conjunctures in a Keynesian fashion. We are
supposed to build a robust labour market….
(44) De latinamerikanska, asiatiska och afrikanska staterna ska inte hålla på ochblanda
sig i USA´s och Europas aﬀärer hela tiden!30 The Southamerican, Asian and African
states should not permanently get involved in the USA’s and Europe’s aﬀairs!
In these examples, the speakers virtually underspecify the actual event(s). What
they do instead is label them with expressions that are evaluative, with clear (here
negative) connotations: reach for conjuncturalisms instead of building a solid labour market, get involved in someone else’s aﬀairs without being invited. The transition of the pro28 According

(1)

to Larsson (2006), the authentic sentence

Jag har sett som min uppgift att övertyga mitt eget folk om att vi inte kan hålla på och förtrycka ett annat folk.
I have considered it to be my task to convince my own nation that we cannot keep suppressing another nation.

really assumes that the suppressing is taking place. It would be unacceptable to say
(2)

*…att vi inte kan hålla på och förtrycka ett annat folk genom att börja bygga järnvägar på deras mark.
*…that we cannot keep suppressing another nation by starting to build railways in their territory.

29 Quoted from Google, 2006-09-19, URL<http://forum.svt.se/jive/svt/
report.jspa?messageID=84154>.
30 Quoted from Google, 2006-09-19,
URL<debatt.passagen.se/show.fcgi?category=3500000000000014&conference…>.
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gressive hålla på into a ‘constant’ hålla på is a good example of a not yet completed
context-induced reinterpretation. The focal sense A is clearly progressivity. The conversational implicature associated with A is ‘X is happening at the time of reference’.
Constancy is the non-focal sense B. The conversational implicature associated with
B is ‘X has been happening to the time of reference’. The corpus evidence suggests
that the sense B is still bound to contexts where ambiguity is not likely to arise (negative statements, inﬁnitives, questions and declarative clauses with disambiguating
adverbials).

11. Organizing a Lexicon of Basic Verbs
Polysemy, various stages of grammaticalization, and the morphosyntactic variability of nouns in light verb constructions – this is what any lexical description of basic
verbs must be especially sensitive to. A twin-lexicon is being proposed that seeks to
cover these problem areas. It consists of a valency lexicon of verbs (SweVallex) and
a lexicon of predicate nouns (Predicate Noun Lexicon). Methodologically, the verb
lexicon draws on the Czech valency lexicon Vallex (Lopatková et al., 2007), which
is based on the valency theory of the Functional Generative Description (Panevová,
1974; Panevová, 1975), but combined with Hanks’s Corpus Pattern Analysis (Hanks
and Pustejovsky, 2005) and enriched with Czech equivalents in context. Unlike Vallex,
whose valency frames are deﬁned syntactically, the SweVallex frame is deﬁned by the
Corpus Pattern Analysis (CPA) criteria, which take into account both the syntactic and
the semantic description of the collocates. However, each complementation has been
assigned a functor (semantic label used in the Functional Generative Description) and
has been classiﬁed as obligatory or optional according to the Dialogue Test used in
the valency theory of FGD. Each frame (here called pattern in terms of Corpus Pattern
Analysis) consists of a proposition – the given verb in conjugated form, supplied with
its valency complementations. Each Swedish proposition is accompanied by one or
several equivalent Czech propositions.
The Predicate Noun Lexicon captures nouns acting as predicate nouns (nominal
components of light verb constructions). It captures the light verb collocates of the
respective predicate nouns and sorts them according to the Mel’čukian Lexical Functions (Mel’čuk, 1996). It describes the valency of the given predicate noun with each
of the light verbs, respectively, and it provides information about its morphosyntactic
preferences, such as determiner/modiﬁer insertion options.
The structure of the proposed lexicon was motivated by the needs of an advanced
Czech student of Swedish. There are numerous good monolingual Swedish lexicons
(in the ﬁrst place Svenskt Språkbruk (Clausén et al., 2003), which do not only explain the meaning of lexemes, but also describe their behaviour in context and partly
their morphosyntactic restrictions (e.g. used only with negation). However, even Svenskt Språkbruk pays little attention to the morphosyntactic variation and to the modifying options in phrasemes and light verb constructions.
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In addition, no monolingual dictionary can anticipate all contrastive issues that
arise for learners with diﬀerent native-language backgrounds. A nice example is
the Swedish triple sätta-lägga-ställa versus the English put (something somewhere),
where the Czech equivalent dát (give) has the same problem as English, namely being too unspeciﬁc in comparison to Swedish. It is extremely diﬀicult to create lexicon
deﬁnitions of these three respective Swedish verbs that would teach the non-native
speaker to consistently choose the proper variant: the choice is based on the Swedish
native conception of items as predominantly vertical vs. predominantly horizontal,
or ‘axis irrelevant’, in connection with other aspects (whether the item must be ﬁxed
or whether it keeps its position by itself, etc. See Section 9.2, above).
The lavish exempliﬁcation of the put-like reading of sätta makes SweVallex resemble the clue page of a textbook exercise rather than a dictionary entry. The examples
are simply chosen from a number of random concordances (in case of sätta some 2 000
of the total 9 000 concordances). Such concordances are preferred that appear surprising to the Czech speaker (e.g. sätta en pil i, since Czech requires a more speciﬁc verb
than the equivalent of put (approximately sting), and so for a Czech speaker put is
absolutely unpredictable in this context).
The lexicon is bilingual, with Czech being the target language. The Czech part
includes just a minimal description of the Czech equivalents. This feature makes
the lexicon more or less useless to a Swedish-speaking student of Czech. Creating
a Swedish-Czech lexicon as a production-focused lexicon for Czechs can also seem
as missing the point; apparently, the most straightforward way for the non-native
Swedish text production would be using a reliable Czech-Swedish dictionary. However, production dictionaries ‘atomize’ the description of the source-language units
according to their equivalents in the target language, such that the picture of the uses
of one single Swedish word gets lost. This is also why advanced language learners
prefer using monolingual dictionaries of the source language instead of bilingual dictionaries: a good monolingual dictionary seems to help draw a cognitive map’ of the
given lexeme. This map is a blending of semantic features and collocation options.
What production-oriented bilingual as well as monolingual dictionaries can easily
miss is a target-language-speciﬁc forewarning for collocational as well as cognitive
mismatches within the given language pair. There is a need for a description system
that would capture the language traps explicitly – at least those based on morphosyntax and on collocability. Such a system is tested by a Czech-related description of
cognitively and collocationally diﬀicult Swedish verbs (basic verbs), which are so frequent that nobody can avoid them, and yet they are not fully explained in the teaching
materials.
SweVallex-PNL is machine-readable, and its structuring allows for an automatic
extraction of a Czech-Swedish glossary. The Czech glossary obtained by the extraction of the Czech equivalents of Swedish verb uses has the advantage of being fully
Swedish-centered. If the lexicon was primarily designed as a Czech-Swedish dictionary, it would be Czech-centered: the cognitive map of each word would remain
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Czech, and the Swedish equivalents would be chosen in a way that would disambiguate the respective Czech-centered readings of the given Czech word (‘how do I say
X in Swedish?’).
As a result, among all the potential Swedish equivalents such Swedish equivalents would be intuitively selected, whose collocational preferences are not much
wider than those of the Czech source word, and the commonest verbs (which are
the vaguest) would be in danger of being omitted.
On the other hand, creating an ex-post Czech glossary from a Swedish-Czech lexicon
allows the learner to avoid what John Sinclair (Sinclair, 1993) noticed long ago:
Object--]]DIR3-opt
learning
rare words
instead
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the less cognitively
salient
uses
of the common[[Human--]]ACT-obl
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Sections 12 and 13. As a result, the Czech equivalents of one Swedish reading are
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as Fig. 3 illustrates.
Därmed
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på plats under de avslutande åtta serierna .
Idiom:0
[[Human, Device--]]ACT-obl sätter [[Physical Object --]]PAT-obl [[Location, Physical Object--]]DIR3-obl
(where it is meant to come, and the entity to be placed is not perceived as primarily vertical or primarily horizontal)

[[Human, Device--]]ACT-obl dá umístí usadí strþí zastrþí pĜipevní pĜibije pĜilepí pĜišpendlí pĜišije
pĜitiskne nasadí vlRåt pĜLORåt zasune [[Physical Object--]]PAT-obl [[Location, Physical
Object--]]DIR3-obl
hatten på termosflaskan
locket på tuben
Figure 3. Non-synonymous Czech equivalents
nyckeln i låset
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fyr på bilen
hatten på huvudet
ribban så högt att man måste vara världsmästare för att komma över
Hon satte örat till dörren och tyckte att hon hörde ett hasande ljud inne i rummet.
Idiom:
[[Human, Animal, Device--]]ACT-obl sätter [[Body Part, Weapon--edge, claws, teeth, nails]]PAT-obl
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6. to pay special attention to light verb constructions and their morphosyntactic
preferences with respect to the deﬁniteness of predicate nouns,
7. to inform about the options of modiﬁer insertion in light verb constructions, and
8. to provide enough examples from the corpus.
SweVallex as well as PNL are xml ﬁles with their respective document type deﬁnitions (DTD’s) and CCS templates. The data was edited in the XMLMind editor (XMLmind). The CCS templates, although they may resemble dictionary entries, have no
greater ambition but to facilitate the navigation through the data during the editing,
and thus, this is to be emphasized, they are not meant as the ﬁnal layout for the users.
Creating the ﬁnal layout, e.g. for a CD or web release, has never been the purpose of
this study, which is a purely linguistic one.
Sections 12 and 13 analyze and explain the structures of both the lexicon parts,
respectively.

12. SweVallex
12.1. Macrostructure
SweVallex is the lexicon of verbs. Its structure is to the greatest extent possible
derived from the structure of Vallex 2.5 (Lopatková et al., 2007), the Czech verb valency lexicon. The major deviations from the Vallex 2.5 DTD are motivated by the
adaptation to Swedish and by including a second language and the Corpus Pattern
Analysis.
The lexicon Swevallex consists of elements lexeme_cluster nested in the root element swevallex_verbs. Lexeme clusters bring together verbs (elements lexeme) that
are related by word formation, e.g. sätta, sätta sig, värdesätta, sätta på.
<?xml version='1.0' encoding='UTF-8'?>
<!ELEMENT swevallex_verbs (lexeme_cluster+)>
<!ELEMENT lexeme_cluster (lexeme+)>
<!ATTLIST lexeme_cluster
cluster_id ID #IMPLIED
>

Each element lexeme has its unique ID. Each element lexeme contains the elements
lexical_forms and patterns. Here Swevallex starts to diﬀer from Vallex 2.5. Patterns
is an element of the same level as lu_cluster in Vallex 2.5, but its function is diﬀerent.
Swevallex has patterns (like Corpus Patterns, instead of LU’s (lexical units) introduced
in Vallex 2.5. The element lexeme contains the actual lexicon entry.
<!ATTLIST lexeme
lexeme_id ID #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT lexeme (lexical_forms, patterns)>
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12.2. Lemma
The element lexical_forms consists of a lemma (element mlemma), or a set of lemma
variants (mlemma_variants). If the lemma is a homograph, it gets its homograph index. The past forms are listed for each lemma separately. Reﬂexive pronouns as well
as particles are captured in the element admorpheme, which is optional and can be repeated. The element admorpheme has an obligatory attribute, which indicates its type.
The values indicate whether the morpheme is a reﬂexive pronoun, or a particle. This
solution was adopted due to the semantically relevant variability in their order – cf.:
ställa in sig vs. ställa sig in.
<!ELEMENT lexical_forms ((mlemma|mlemma_variants),
admorpheme*, constraints?) >
<!ELEMENT constraints (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT mlemma (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST mlemma
homograph CDATA #IMPLIED
preteritum CDATA #REQUIRED
supinum CDATA #REQUIRED
>
<!ELEMENT mlemma_variants (mlemma+)>
<!ELEMENT admorpheme (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST admorpheme
type (reflex|particle) #REQUIRED
>

12.3. Patterns
The element patterns consists of at least one element pattern. Apart from its
unique ID, each element pattern carries the following information in the form of
attribute values: is it an idiom or not? Is the form of the verb constrained for this
particular pattern in any way (e.g. does it only occur in imperative)?
<!ELEMENT patterns (pattern+)>
<!ATTLIST pattern
idiom (0|1) #IMPLIED
verb_form_constraints CDATA #IMPLIED
pattern_id ID #IMPLIED
>
Each pattern consists of the following elements: proposition, czech, and example.
<!ELEMENT pattern (proposition, czech*, example*)>

The proposition is the Swedish corpus pattern. It has the form of a Swedish declarative sentence in the present tense (when possible), whose predicate is the lemma
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verb. Its inner participants and free modiﬁcations are rendered by slots (element
slot), integrated in the proposition (element pattern_text). Each piece of pattern__text has an attribute value according to whether it is the lemma verb or not. The
proposition can ﬁnish with a (usually English) explaining gloss, which is called implicature (element implicature).
<!ELEMENT proposition (pattern_text|slot|implicature)*>
<!ELEMENT pattern_text (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST pattern_text
verb (1|0) "0"
>
<!ELEMENT implicature (#PCDATA)>

Fig. 4 shows the proposition sätta fart på något in the sense of starting a motor. Note
that the word fart, which is regarded as a predicate noun, is not explicitly present in
the data, but it is referred to via a reference to PNL. The CCS template (in the picture)
visualizes only the ID of the given predicate noun. For more details on the description
of
predicate nouns see Section
13.
[[Process,Activity--]]ACT-obl
+1, se rozjede
Produktionen satte fart och landsbygden var inte längre så isolerad .
Idiom:0
[[Human--driver]]ACT-obl sätter [[--]]CPHR-obl fart pnl_ref:fart-saetta-5 [[Car, Motorbike, Truck, Boat,
Device--]]PAT-obl på
[[Human--driver]]ACT-obl +4, nastartuje rozjede [[Car, Motorbike, Truck, Boat, Device--motor]]PAT-obl
+4,
Figure 4. Swedish pattern (proposition)
Idiom:0
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a
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whether
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there

[[Human, Entity, Event--]]ACT-obl sätter [[--]]CPHR-obl fart pnl_ref:fart-saetta-4 [[Event, Process, Activity,
<!ELEMENT
czech
Action--]]PAT-obl
på (pattern_text|slot|implicature)*>
(, så att den sätter iczech
gång.)
<!ATTLIST
[[Human, Entity,
Event--]]ACT-obl
vyvolá rozvíĜí odstartuje
rozjede [[Event, Process, Activity,
match
(equivalent|gloss)
#REQUIRED
Action--]]PAT-obl +4,
idiom (1|0) "0"
[[Human, Entity, Event--]]ACT-obl uvede [[--]]CPHR-obl do+2, pohyb sg [[Event, Process, Activity,
>
Action--]]PAT-obl +4,
Idiom: pattern is accompanied by examples taken from PAROLE or (extremely rarely)
Each
[[--racer]]ACT-obl
sätter [[--]]CPHR-obl
from
Konkordanser
or Google. pnl_ref:rekord-saetta
Examples are elements with free text. Sometimes,
Idiom:0
examples
are shortened, but not consequently. In light verb constructions it is often
[[Human--]]ACT-obl sätter [[Body Part, Artifact--cover]]PAT-obl [[Body Part, Artifact--]]ADDR-obl för

the
case that the examples even include some context.
(för att täcka den)

<!ELEMENT
example
(#PCDATA)> +3, dá [[Body Part--cover]]PAT-obl +4, [[Body Part,
[[Human--]]ACT-obl
[[Human--]]ADDR-opt
Artifact--]]DIR3-obl pĜed+4, na+4,
[[Human--]]ACT-obl zakryje pĜikryje [[Human--]]ADDR-opt +3, [[Body Part, Artifact--]]PAT-obl +4,
50
[[Body Part, Artifact--cover]]EFF-obl +7,
" Åh , nej ! " Gwen satte en hand för munnen och bleknade .
Hon satte ett finger för mun och lyssnade uppåt taket .
Tora satte handen för munnen men det syntes på ögonen att hon skrattade .
Han sätter handen för luren .
Med ett lågt utrop satte han händerna för ansiktet.
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12.4. Slot
A lot of linguistic information is hidden in the complex internal structure of the
slots. The slots have attributes and a nested element called occupation, which is
present at least once per slot.
<!ELEMENT slot (occupation+)>

12.5. Surface Form
The element occupation carries the information about the surface form of the
given slot; i.e., about prepositions, lemma, number, deﬁniteness and other restrictions (this is important with very lexicalized collocations). Occupation can also be
represented by a deliberate number of references to PNL (the optional and repetitive
empty element pnl_ref with the obligatory attribute ref). The elements slot as well
as occupation are common for both the Swedish and the Czech patterns. Some of
the internal elements of occupation are therefore Swedish-speciﬁc, while others are
Czech-speciﬁc, and some are common.
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST
<!ELEMENT
<!ATTLIST

occupation ((surface_form|cz_surface)*, lexical?, pnl_ref*)>
pnl_ref EMPTY>
pnl_ref ref IDREF #IMPLIED>
surface_form EMPTY>
surface_form
form (på|om|i|till|efter|från|framför|ifrån|för|av|med
|utan|över|genom|att|vid) #IMPLIED
case (basic|genitive) "basic"

>
<!ELEMENT cz_surface EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST cz_surface
cz_form (bez|do|k|kolem|na|o|od|po|pro|před
|s|u|v|vedle|z|za) #IMPLIED
cz_case (1|2|3|4|6|7) #REQUIRED

>
<!ELEMENT lexical (#PCDATA)* >
<!--text: word forms. Everything else should be in the attributes-->
<!ATTLIST lexical
lemma CDATA #IMPLIED
number CDATA #IMPLIED
article CDATA #IMPLIED
other_constraint CDATA #IMPLIED
>
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12.6. FGD-Information
The element slot has two obligatory attribute values: functor and its obligatoriness according to the valency theory of the Functional Generative Description.
<!ATTLIST slot
functor
(ACT|PAT|ADDR|EFF|ORIG|ACMP|ADVS|AIM|APP|APPS|
ATT|BEN|CAUS|CPHR|CNCS|COMPL|COND|CONJ|
CONFR|CPR|CRIT|CSQ|CTERF|DENOM|DES|DIFF|
DIR1|DIR2|DIR3|DISJ|DPHR|ETHD|EXT|FPHR|GRAD|
HER|ID|INTF|INTT|LOC|MANN|MAT|MEANS|MOD|
NA|NORM|PAR|PARTL|PN|PREC|PRED|REAS|
REG|RESL|RESTR|RHEM|RSTR|SUBS|TFHL|TFRWH|
THL|THO|TOWH|TPAR|TSIN|TTILL|TWHEN|VOC|
VOCAT|SENT|DIR|OBST|RCMP)
#REQUIRED
obligatoriness (obl|opt|typ) #REQUIRED
>

12.7. CPA-Information
The information related to the Corpus Pattern Analysis is also contained in the
slot. These attribute values are implied as the CPA is less formalized at this stage of
the lexicon editing than the FGD-related part.
The attribute sem_type contains one or more instances from the current version of
the ontology used in the Corpus Pattern Dictionary, which is being built by Hanks
(Hanks and Pustejovsky, 2005).
sem_type CDATA #IMPLIED

The attribute lex_set contains the lexical sets.
lex_set CDATA #IMPLIED

13. Predicate Noun Lexicon
13.1. Macrostructure
The Predicate Noun Lexicon (PNL) contains entries of nouns that occur as nominal
components of light verb constructions. They are typically, but not necessarily, event
nouns. Besides pure predicate nouns the lexicon also contains parts of phrasemes that
exhibit morphosyntactic variability. These can be nominal components of phrasemes
governed by a verb, as well as dependent parts of verbless phrasemes (e.g. pris på
någons huvud). Dependent parts of phrasemes governed by a noun have a simpliﬁed
entry.
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The root element of PNL is the element predicate_noun_lexicon, which consists
of at least one element pred_noun_entry or at least one phraseme_entry in deliberate
order.
<!ELEMENT predicate_noun_lexicon (pred_noun_entry+|phraseme_entry+)* >

13.2. Predicate Noun Lemma
The element pred_noun_entry displays the lemma, its possible homograph index,
and the basic information about its gender and declension. As with the verb entries
in SweVallex, variant lemmas (e.g. orthographic variants) are allowed.
<!ELEMENT lemma_variants (lemma)+>
<!ELEMENT lemma (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST lemma
lemma_id ID #IMPLIED
homonym_index CDATA #IMPLIED
genus (utrum|neutrum|NA|neutrum_utrum) #REQUIRED
plural CDATA #REQUIRED
>

The introductory part of the entry is followed by up to three lists of typical adjectival and prepositional-group collocates of the given lemma, regardless the other
context (elements adjectives and pps), and the most frequent compounds that occur with the given noun as the base (element compounds). Each item of the lists of
collocates is surrounded with the nested element collocate.
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

adjectives (collocate+)>
compounds (collocate+)>
pps (collocate+)>
collocate (#PCDATA)>

13.3. Light Verb Unit
Like the verb entries were divided into patterns, the predicate noun entries are
divided according to the combinations of the given predicate noun with a particular
light verb (element light_verb).
<!ELEMENT pred_noun_entry ((lemma|lemma_variants),
adjectives?,compounds?,pps?,light_verb+)>

The light-verb unit consists of the optional element czech, which can have an unlimited number of instances, along with two optional elements that cannot be repeated: definiteness and pred_noun_slots.
<!ELEMENT light_verb (czech*, definiteness?, pred_noun_slots?)>

The element light_verb contains a lot of information in form of attribute values.
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The lemma of the light verb occurring in the light verb construction described is
to be ﬁlled in as the ﬁrst attribute value.
<!ATTLIST light_verb
lemma CDATA #REQUIRED

Each light verb construction in PNL has its unique ID:
id_for_verbslot ID #REQUIRED

and it is classiﬁed by means of the Lexical Functions.
basic_LF (Oper1|Oper2|Copul|Func|Labor1_2|Labor2_1|NA) #REQUIRED
phasal_LF (Incep|Cont|Fin) #IMPLIED
causative_LF (Caus|Perm|Liqu) #IMPLIED
anti_LF (Anti) #IMPLIED
prox_LF (Prox) #IMPLIED

In addition, three properties of the verb in its light-verb use are observed: telicity,
punctuality, and volitionality:
telicity (telic|atelic|NA) #IMPLIED
punctuality (punctual|durative|NA) #IMPLIED
volitionality (volitional|non-volitional|NA) #IMPLIED
>

The NA values stand for non-applicable, and they are selected when they depend on the
context. The attribute volitionality describes whether or not the event denoted by
the verb normally is a volitional action (regardless of the animacy and agentivity of
the agent). The simpliﬁed entry for a dependent part of a phraseme does not contain
the light-verb unit:
<!ELEMENT phraseme_entry ((lemma|lemma_variants),slot*)>

When the Czech equivalent is not given in the form of a corpus pattern within the
verb entry in SweVallex, it is stated here. The Czech equivalents are obtained by a
combination of introspection and searches in the Czech corpus SYN2005. They are
nevertheless preferably captured in SweVallex. This element is much of an auxiliary
element for editing noun entries that do not have their complements in SweVallex yet.
As soon as they get a corresponding entry in SweVallex, the Czech equivalent gets the
form of the corpus pattern and moves there.
<!ELEMENT czech (#PCDATA)>

13.4. Noun Deﬁniteness, Modiﬁer Insertion
Several parameters of noun deﬁniteness are observed in the analysis of concordances of each light verb construction:
• noun with no determiner (element bare_noun)
• noun with the indeﬁnite article (element indef_art)
• noun with the postpositive deﬁnite article (element def_art_post)
• noun with both the prepositive and the postpositive deﬁnite article (element
def_art_prepost)
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• noun determined by a genitive or by a possessive pronoun (element posgen_determiner)
• noun determined by other non-article determiner (element other_determiner)
When an option is clearly predominant or, conversely, extremely rare, it is indicated
by a note. When some option does not occur at all in the concordances (or there are
just few concordances and they are dubious), the entire element is omitted. Each
option is documented by examples. The number of the examples is not necessarily
proportional to the ratio of the given option in the concordances. On the contrary,
more attention is paid to the less represented options: the examples tend to be longer
in context in order to make it possible for the user to ﬁnd out more about its motivation
(e.g. markedness in the information structure, coreferential reasons, etc.). Hypotheses
about the motivation of a rare pattern, when any, are formulated in the element note.
The examples also contain implicit information about the option of the insertion of
adjectival and prepositional modiﬁers.
<!ELEMENT definiteness
(bare_noun?, indef_art?, def_art_post?, def_art_prepost?,
posgen_determiner?, other_determiner?)>
<!ELEMENT example (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT note (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT
<!ELEMENT

bare_noun (example|note)*>
indef_art (example|note)*>
def_art_post (example|note)*>
def_art_prepost (example|note)*>
posgen_determiner (example|note)*>
other_determiner (example|note)*>

13.5. Slot
The last unit in the PNL entry is the slot. It has a similar structure as in SweVallex:
the attributes functor and obligatoriness and the element occupation. Unlike in
SweVallex, obligatoriness is not an obligatory attribute in PNL, as the complementations are regarded as optional by default. The attribute obligatoriness is primarily
used to mark surface obligatoriness of modiﬁers in multi-word phrasemes; e.g. på
rätt/fel spår, pris på någons huvud.
<!ELEMENT pred_noun_slots (slot*)>
<!ELEMENT slot (occupation*)>
<!ATTLIST slot
functor
(ACT|PAT|ADDR|EFF|ORIG|ACMP|ADVS|AIM|APP|APPS|
ATT|BEN|CAUS|CPHR|CNCS|COMPL|COND|CONJ|
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CONFR|CPR|CRIT|CSQ|CTERF|DENOM|DES|DIFF|
DIR1|DIR2|DIR3|DISJ|DPHR|ETHD|EXT|FPHR|GRAD|
HER|ID|INTF|INTT|LOC|MANN|MAT|MEANS|MOD|
NA|NORM|PAR|PARTL|PN|PREC|PRED|REAS|
REG|RESL|RESTR|RHEM|RSTR|SUBS|TFHL|TFRWH|
THL|THO|TOWH|TPAR|TSIN|TTILL|TWHEN|VOC|
VOCAT|SENT|DIR|OBST|RCMP)
#REQUIRED
obligatoriness (obl|opt|typ) #IMPLIED
>

<!ELEMENT occupation (surface_form, lexical, cpa, example*, ref*)>
<!ELEMENT lexical (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST lexical
lemma CDATA #IMPLIED
number CDATA #IMPLIED
article CDATA #IMPLIED
other_constraint CDATA #IMPLIED
>
<!ELEMENT ref EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST ref ref IDREF #IMPLIED>
<!ELEMENT cpa EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST cpa
sem_type CDATA #IMPLIED
lex_set CDATA #IMPLIED
implicature CDATA #IMPLIED
>

<!ELEMENT surface_form EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST surface_form
form (possgen|hos|på|om|i|till|från|för|av|
med|utan|över|genom|att|vid) #IMPLIED>

14. Linking
The SweVallex-PNL lexicon comprises two parts: SweVallex, which captures verbs
and their patterns, and nouns and the valency frames they have in connection with
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the respective light verbs with which they combine. Apart from that, PNL captures
all multi-word idioms, whose structure is too complex to be described by the SweVallex pattern system. References go currently from SweVallex to PNL (Fig. 5),
or from one PNL light-verb frame to another PNL light-verb frame. Lemmas and
patterns/light verb frames have their ID’s in both lexicons, such that more relations
among and within the entries can be displayed in the future.

Figure 5. Reference from a pattern of sätta in SweVallex (left) to the relevant
light-verb frame of spår in PNL (right)

15. Conclusion
A close corpus-based observation of basic verbs has resulted in a sketch of a learner’s
dictionary that would systematically and comprehensibly capture the trickiest issues
of the basic verb use in Swedish. A number of linguistic theories as well as formal
language description methods were critically examined, and their best features have
been combined. The resulting structure is XML-based and enhanced with a simple
CCS template to facilitate editing. It was tested and continuously adjusted on real
corpus data.
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